Basic configuration overview
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Note. All programming is carried out using the faceplate keys and displays.

C1900 recorder and recorder/controller Quick reference guide

Operating Guide
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Acknowledge ................ 16, 36

LED status .................. 16, 36

Auto-tune ................. 21
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Setup .......................... 23

Status .......................... 23
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Chart .......................... 4

Control .......................... 37

Cascade ....................... 12

Heat/cool ..................... 11, 12

On/off ......................... 26, 30

Output adjust ............... 13

Standard ...................... 10, 26

Displays & controls .5, 6, 34, 35

Fault-finding .............. 2, 9, 24, 38

Auto-tune diagnostics ........ 24

Input error messages .... 9

Power up error codes .... 2

Manual tuning ............... 28

Pen – fitting ................. 4

Process variable ............ 13

Profile control ............... 12

Program select ............... 19

Reset ........................... 19

Skip segment ............. 19

Status .......................... 15

Security Access

Configuration level ........ 18

Password .................. 18

Tune level – access ........ 18

Self-test ...................... 2

Set point

Bias .......................... 14

Ratio .......................... 14

Type selection ............. 14

Time/date ................. 15

Totalizer ................. 17, 37

Programming Guide

Alarms

Analog outputs .................. 21

Auto/manual select enable . 45

Bargraph increment ........... 45

Chart set up .................. 9

Configuration .................. 37

Basic ......................... 3

Control ......................... 29

Advanced ..................... 48

Pen ................................ 8, 9

Functions ......................... 52

Logic equations ............... 50

Logic inputs ................. 23, 46, 47

Password .............................. 24

Assign ............................ 53

Digital outputs ............... 19

Function keys .................. 49

Inputs (PV, RSP, P-FB) .... 4

Assign ............................ 53

Power Supplies ............... 1

Spot calibration – see Scale Adjus

Mounting/Dimensions ......... 2

Set point .......................... 30–33, 45

Remote set point – see inputs

Retransmission outputs – see Analog Outputs

Scale Adjust (span/offset) ....... 26

Set position ............... 30–33, 45

Self-test .......................... 2

Set point .......................... 17

Spot calibration – see Scale Adjust

Benchmarking .................. 2

Electrical Installation ......... 6

Siting ........................... 3

Mounting/Dimensions ......... 4

Power Supplies ............... 12

Inputs/Outputs ............... 7
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Setting analog input links

Configuring analog inputs

Warning. Ensure that the unit is isolated from all power supplies before removing I/O boards.

Fig. 1 Input Links – Channel 1
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Fig. 2 Input Links – Channels 2 to 4 (If fitted)
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Select Channel – Choose the input channel to be configured

Input Type – Select the input type:
- mA, V
- mV
- TC (Thermocouple)
- RTD
- Lo OH (< 750 Ohms)
- Hi OH (> 750 Ohms)

Range High: For a 4 to 20mA current input, set this to 20.00, or for 0 to 5V, set to 5.0. The frame does not appear if TCPL or RTD are used.

Range Low: Set the low end of the electrical input range, e.g. 4.00, for 4 to 20mA, or 0.0 for 0 to 5V.

Units: Select None if the input is not temperature, otherwise select °F or °C.

Engineering Range High: Select the highest engineering value that will be displayed when the input is at its maximum value – e.g. for an engineering range of 0 to 300.0 °F set to 3000.

Decimal Point: Select the decimal point position for the process variable, e.g. 300.0.

Engineering Range Low: Select the lowest engineering value that will be displayed when the input is at its minimum value – e.g. for an engineering range of 0 to 300.0 °F set to 0.0.

Broken Sensor Drive: Determine pen action when the input signal fails: None – pen follows failed input; Up – pen driven to full scale; Down – pen driven to zero scale.

Fault Detection Drive: Determine maximum input travel outside engineering range before an error is detected. E.g. for a 0 to 300°F range, a 10% fault level will trigger at 330°F.

Input Filter: Adjust the instrument response time from 0 to 60 seconds in one second increments to reduce pen jump & dampen out noisy signals.